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Students
fight 'WP'
decision

Discrimination?
Firelands temporary instructor
claims less qualified man hired
A report by the director of handicapped services, Janet Scottbey, in
favor of Firelands College was issued
A closed hearing by the Office of on Jan. 6, Morgan said.
Scottbey refused to comment on
Equal Opportunity Compliance and
Handicapped Services will be held this report, referring the matter to
Monday to determine whether sexual present EOC director Suzanne Crawdiscrimination prevented a tempo- ford. Crawford also refused to comrary instructor of Natural and Social ment on the matter.
Next Monday's hearing is a result of
Sciences at Firelands campus from
being rehired in a permanent posi- Morgan's appeal of the decision rention.
dered in January, Morgan said.
She opposes the hearing being
Dr. Carol Morgan, who was a tem- closed ana said Monday she had made
porary instructor during the aca- a request for it to remain open to the
demic year 1980-1981, tiled a charge of public.
sexual discrimination against Fire"I THOUGHT it was important for
lands College through the University
the whole University community to
EOC Aug. 10,1981.
Morgan charged in her suit that she have the opportunity to review the
was not judged on the basis of her hiring practices and affirmative acacademic qualifications, the quality tion plans as they are in operation at
of her teaching or her rapport with the University," Morgan explained.
students, and that a man less qual- "The case goes far beyond the immeified than herself was hired for a diate considerations."
Crawford said that it was the decipermanent position instead.
sion of the panel hearing the case to
She specifically claimed that she keep the hearing a closed function.
was judged on the basis of the degree She refused further comment on the
to which she conformed to the "male"
stereotype of a flamboyant, dramatic
A decision will be reached within
performer in the classroom. Her
physical separation from her hus- fourteen days after the hearing, Morband, who was living in Iowa, was a gan said.
Morgan also had filed the same
further basis in the decision not to
charge of sex discrimination against
hire her, Morgan charged.
Firelands College with the Toledo
THE SUIT was first filed with EOC branch of the Ohio Civil Rights Comunder the affirmative action plan, mission. They had delivered their
which is a federal guideline prohibit- finding in favor of Firelands in Octoing sex discrimination in hiring prac- ber; Morgan then appealed this decitices. Although she refused to sion to the state commission in
comment why at the time, Beverly Columbus.
Mullins. then director of EOC, diTHIS COMMISSION also had derected the case to the Faculty Personcided in favor of Firelands.
nel and Conciliation Committoo,
"The facts available at the time
Dr. Charles Chittle, professor of
economics and chair of the commit- warranted no probable cause of distee, said that the case did not fall crimination," Director of the Ohio
under the committee's jurisdiction Civil Rights Commission Robert
because it concerned University hir- Brown said yesterday.
ing practices, under the surveillance
He declined further comment on the
of EOC. The Faculty Personnel and
Conciliation Committee only reviews case, citing that Morgan had apfaculty grievances concerning salary, pealed the decision and provided adpromotion and tenure, he maintained. ditional information in the case that
Morgan was also not an employee of he was not at liberty to discuss.
The state commission will hold
the University when she filed her
complaint, Chittle said, citing this to hearings Monday and Tuesday on
be another reason why her case could Morgan's case, and should reach a
decision by April.
not be heard by the committee.
by Linda Perez
News staff reporter

by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter
The newly named Undergraduate
Student Government proposed committees and established stances at its
Wednesday night meeting.
Bruce Johnson, student body president, expressed disappointment over
Faculty Senate's recent vote to eliminate withdraw pass.
He explained to the Senate that
under the new policy, students only
will have three weeks to withdraw
from a class with a passing grade.
"We'll fight this with the Trustees,
and I think we've got a good chance,
he said.
HE SAID Faculty Senate Chair
Richard Ward and Dr. John Eriksen,
provost, also were opposed to the
decision.
Von Regan Davis, chairman for the
Minority Business Students Association and a member of the Black Student Union and the World Student
Association, said USG should make a
concerted effort to get more minority
representation.
Johnson also urged for more communication with minority groups.
"I think student government should
be willing to communicate with minority groups and to represent minority issues," he said.

Ice Follies:

photo by Dean Koepfler
Two University students walk — or skate — across tha railroad crossing on East
Wooster Street yesterday aa a thick sheet ol Ice covered Bowling Green during the
passage of a late winter storm.

University studies research material sales
by David Sigworth
News staff reporter

Trouble may be in the offing for
• University students who have made
purchases from a West Coast research company.
Following the lead of Ohio State
University and several other universities, the University has sent a letter to
Pacific Research, a Seattle-based
firm that offers "research and reference" materials for sale.
In a settlement with the United
State Postal Service, the company
has agreed to release the names of
students who have purchased the
company's services since Dec. 16,
1981, a spokesman for the company
said yesterday.
The reason for the settlement, as
explained in a company statement, is

to "prevent any misuse" of the company's products.
"WE DONT seU term papers," the
spokesman said.
Thus, upon request from appropriate university administrators, the
company will release the names of its
customers at the respective university.
Those students who have made purchases from the company since Dec.
16,1981,
of their potenMl were
"CI« informed
UUVIIl
tial identification, the company
spokesman said.
As a part of the cooperation with the
Postal Service, the company has included in its packages warnings that
the company may be requested to
release the student's name to the
university.
Seizing upon the opportunity, a letter was sent by Dr. Ramona Cormier,
associate provost and assistant to the

president for special projects, to the
Sachs said OSU's list of names was
company last week, requesting short but would not reveal the exact
names of University students who figure.
have acquired the company's offerings.
THE COMMITTEE on Academic
Misconduct, which Sachs coordinates,
IF THE COMPANY does not re- will look at the named students' files
spond with names to the University, and note "what courses (purchased)
Cormier said, "I'll write another let- papers may have been used in," he
ter."
Asked what the University will do
The committee will "alert the inwith the names, Cormier said, "We'll structors that the students may have
worry about that when we get the used purchased term papers," he
names."
said.
But, if the University acts in a
manner similar to OSU, students may
But it will be up to the faculty
have disciplinary action taken member to take action, Sachs said.
against them.
He said first offenses for plagiarism
Dr. Howard Sachs, associate pro- in the past have been punished by a
vost of academic affairs at OSU, said failing grade and one quarter's sustne university will
wui follow
touow pension.
yesterday the
standard procedures in dealing with
"Half the cases we (the committee)
see involve plagiarism," he said.
the students.

ALTHOUGH IT is a problem, term
papers
ers purchased from companies do
not rei
represent the biggest difficulty at
OSU,
J, Sachs said.

"One of the reasons we don't think
it's particularly a big problem here is
that there are many other sources of
term papers that are lower priced,"
he said.
Students have access to fraternity
and other files, as well as using papers written by friends, he said.
A brief inspection of information
boards in several University buildings did not reveal any Pacific Research advertisements. However,
advertisements for a Chicago-based
company, Authors' Research, were
posted.
According to records, Pacific Research has never advertised its services in the News.

Education editor rates colleges with stars
NEW YORK (AP) - A guidebook
that gives stars to colleges as if they
were restaurants, that quips that venerable Dartmouth College resembles
the film "Animal House?' and that is
written by The New York Times's
education editor, was bound to create
a stir on America's campuses.
It has.
"The New York Times Selective
Guide To Colleges," by Edward
Fiske, who has been on the education
beat for 8V4 years, has sparked more
comment and controversy than any
college guide book in memory.
The book, which provides impressionistic essays on 285 top colleges,
and assigns from one to five stars for
academic quality, social life and overall "quality of life," drew praise from
some colleges: "It gave a perceptive
and quite accurate writeup," says
Marion Kane, spokeswoman from the
tiny College of The Atlantic in Bar
Harbor, Maine.

words. Objections have centered on
the book's occasionally wise-cracking
tone, gripes with the star rating system, the method of gathering information, and occasional lapses in
accuracy.
The overall reaction, Fiske said in a
recent interview, "has been very enAltbough awarding Dartmouth five
stars for academics and social life,
Fiske comments that the school sometimes approaches the "Animal
House" stereotype. "The fraternities
more than anything else set the tone
of the social life at Dartmouth; rowdy
and just a bit obnoxious."
That image, Dartmouth spokesman
Robert Graham said, is "totally overdone and exaggerated."

FOR BROWN UNIVERSITY in
Rhode Island, the book was a sweet
victory over its Ivy League
rivals.
Fiske gave the school top r'five-star"
ratings for both academics and "qualEVEN ON some campuses rated ity of life," and four stars for social
favorably, there have been less kind life, edging out Harvard University

which got five stars for academics but
four for quality of life and three for
social life.
Cornell University president Frank
Rhodes was so gladdened by Fiske's
review of the Ithaca, N.Y., school,
and the five-star rating for academics, that he recently sent a mass-mail
letter to "parents and friends" to
spread the tidings.
Tyler Resch, a spokesman for Bennington College in Vermont, which
Fiske says "taxes a kind of perverse
pride" in being the nation's most
expensive school, says the book was a
"fair assessment." even though the
school got just three stars for academics.
Several schools felt they were shortchanged by the star ratings, but had
no quarrel with the book itself.
"BASICALLY ID say the description of our school was accurate." says
Dick Conklin, a spokesman for the
University of Notre Dame, although
he felt it rated five stars instead of the

stars. He has agreed to raise the
school's academic rating in the next
edition to four stars from the current
three.
Fiske counters that "we did not at
first get back all the questionnaires
from the administration. The information that (Colby President William) Cotter came back with after the
The star-rating system irked Leon book was out was at least in part the
Bottstein president of Bard College in information we originally asked for
Annandale-on-Hudson. N.Y., which and didn't get."
received three stars for academics:
' 'Suddenly I feel like I'm in the restauSome critics say that Fiske's
rant business. What offended me is a method - sending questionnaires to
glib tone about the most serious busi- administrators who in turn were
ness there is."
asked to give other questionnaires to
Sara Wye, acting university rela- randomly selected students - was
tions director at The University of error-prone.
Rhode Island which came away with
Some examples: Sweet Briar Coljust two stars in all three categories, lege was described in the guide as
bristles at Fiske's remark: "As long being in "Virginia's lovely Shenanas you don't ask much of URI, it won't doah Valley." Says President Harold
Whitman: "We're not. We're on the
ask much of you."
eastern side of the Blue Ridge MounCOLBY COLLEGE in WaterviUe, tains." Otherwise, Whitman said,
Maine, so far is the only school which Fiske's description of the school was
has persuaded Fiske he gave too few "rather good.
four Fiske gave.
Richard Cvert, president of Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh,
said: "We felt he treated us nicely but
we should have been classified 'five'
for academics rather than 'four.' But
I thought Fiske had a good feel for our
school."

FIRST ROUND nominations for
committees in the newly named Undergraduate Student Government
were Academic Affairs, Finance, National, State and Community Affairs,
Faculty Relations, Student Welfare,
Minority Affairs and an ad hoc Rules
and Regulations committee.
A personnel committee also was
approved. This temporary committee
would review applications for cabinet
ritions and make recommendations
the General Assembly, Margie
Potapchuk, student body vice president, said.
Mike Grayson, an unofficial representative of the Student Consumer
Union, and Jim Grierson, unofficial
representative from the Commuter
Off-Campus Organization proposed a
Rules and Regulations committee, in
charge of reviewing pieces of legislation before they go before the General Assembly. The bill was accepted.
A separate ad hoc committee will
be in charge of establishing by-laws to
the student body constitution.
ADOPTION OF these committees
will be finalized at next week's meeting.
Nominations for legislative chairpersons included Patrick O'Shea, atlarge representative, and Karen
Washbush, district 2 representative.
Nominations to Faculty Senate
seats included Sue Luxon, at-large
representative, Davis and Grierson.
Nominations will be voted on at
next week's meeting.
Presidential Assistant Howard
Ishiyama and Vice Presidential Assistants Suesann Weirs and Tod
Trousdell were introduced.

Inside
3 There are certain signs
that can identify
abused children and
abusive or neglectful parents,
according to the Children
Services Division of the Wood
County Welfare Department.

5 The Wood County Crimestoppers program is
off to a good start,
says Bowling Green Police
Chief Galen Ash.
6

Bowling Green's men's
basketball and hockey
teams have important
play-off tournament games
this weekend.

Weather
Cloudy. High in the upper
20s, low in the low teens.
Snow flurries possible.
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McPhee closing career with 'bang'
by Tracy Collins
managing editor
Rarely has one athlete left such a
mark on his team as has George
McPhee, senior co-captain of Bowling
Green's hockey team.
McPhee has re-written the record
books not only at BG, but in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Association as well. All the while, he has been
able to maintain excellent grades,
earning CCHA all-Academic honors
each year they have been given, including this season. He is the only
CCHA player ever to win all-Academic awards three seasons in a row.
This year, he is also a strong candidate not only for Academic all-American, but as an ail-American at his
position as well.
All of this has culminated in his
being chosen a finalist in voting for
the Hobey Baker Award, college
hockey's version of the Heisman,
which will be awarded March 28.
Linemate Brian Hills is also a finalist
for the award.
The list of McPhee's records and
honors is impressive. As a freshman,
he set the school record for points in a
season (88), earning Rookie of the
Year honors for both the team and the
league, and being named to the second all-CCHA team.
ALTHOUGH his scoring was cut
nearly in half during his sophomore
season, McPhee repeated as the
team's high scorer and most valuable
forward. Although he repeated as
most valuable forward last season, he

was passed in scoring by Hills, and
both were named to the second allCCHA team.
This season has proven to be his
record year. He set a new team and
CCHA record for career scoring (258),
and a team record for career shorthanded goals (seven).
But most importantly for McPhee,
he has been able to help captain his
team to the regular-season title of the
CCHA, a feat last accomplished during his freshman year.
This year means a lot more than
my freshman year did," McPhee
said. "This year is more enjoyable
because I've been able to see this
team develop. My skills have developed a bit as well. My role has
changed - I'm not the goal scorer I
was/*
Acting as co-captain with Brian
MacLeUan for the last two seasons,
McPhee has grown in maturity to
become a better team leader, he said.
"MY EMOTIONS don't fluctuate as
much as they did when I was a freshman," McPhee said. "I think the wins
mean a lot more this year because we
lost for two years. It was hard to see
what to do when we were losing.
"I think this team will go further
than what we did when I was a freshman. We had two different styles.
That team was a physical team - a
5rinding team - where we would just
ump the puck in and fight for it in the
corners. That took its toll on the team
over the season. This year, we have a
more constant attack, and this team
is going to be better off in the long run.

When it comes down to playoff time,
we will just be reaching our peak. In
my freshman year, we peaked before
the playoffs because of our grinding
style and that's why we didn't do as
well as we probably should have."
McPhee said his proudest accomplishment off the ice has not been his
Kpularity with fans, the awards he
s received, nor has it been seeing
his records build up. Instead, he said,
being a fine athlete and scholar simultaneously has been one of his greatest
accomplishments.
"I ENJOY the notoriety," McPhee
said. "I've always enjoyed being with
my teammates. I'm basically a funloving person, but getting my degree
(in Sales ans Sales Management) has
always come before anything else,
and I've worked hard for it."
What the future holds for McPhee is
still a mystery, although he admits he
would definitely accept winning the
NCAA championship and having an
NHL career. Regardless of how his
BG career ends, he said, he will
treasure the memories he has had
there.
"It's not going to be easy leaving
here," McPhee said. "These four
years have been very rewarding obviously these have been the best
four years of my life. But I have to
look at it as though the next four years
will be the happiest of my life.
"I'm very happy with my career.
I've really enjoyed playing hockey
here, and the people have made it
great. I'm happy that I will be able to
go out with a bang."

New wave invades Uptown Bar

photo by Dale Omori

Something happens in the Uptown
Bar on Tuesday nights that does not
happen anywhere else in Northwest
Ohio. Tuesday night is "Punk Rock
Night" and just about anything goes.
Mike, a University student, was
spotted at Uptown wearing a ripped
tee-shirt, camouflage pants and vest
and dark sunglasses.
"It's acceptable to do this here,"
Mike said. "The thing to do is try and
outdress the other people. Even if you
don't dress up, then you can just
watch people that do. Sometimes it
can be hard to find a date though."
Dave, the bouncer on Punk Rock
Night nights, said he sees a very
different crowd on Tuesdays. It also is
the only night the bar has a live band
performing.

Senior co-captain George McPhee seta a screen In front of Bowling Graen goaltandar Wayna Collins In action from yastarday's
pra-playoff scrimmage.

"I WOULDN'T say the crowd is

■H"

extremely off the wall," Dave said.
"Some of the bands dress wlerd and
some of their songs are weird. The
opening line of one song went 'I ate
my dog for lunch. I heard the bones go
crunch.'"
Jeff, one of the three owners, devised the idea of Punk Night last
winter after a trip to New Jersey
where he saw bars were having successful PR nights. He said it is not
"just townies" who come to dance but
people from the greater Toledo area.
It started with just a disc jockey
and records but grew in popularity
until live bands were hired. A disc
jockey still spins tunes until 10 p.m.
and during breaks.
Kim, the disc jockey, wore a tight
fitting black and white striped dress,
black netted stocking, bright red sandals and several layers of make up.

"THE ORIGINS of new wave (punk
rock) are from England," Kim explained. "It's the second English invasion. The Beatles were the first."
"The dancing is strange. It's stiff
and jerky and without a beat. You
don't have to be able to dance," she
added.
The basic punk rock dance is the
Pogo. The dancer simply holds his
hands to his side and jumps up and
down. The other part to the Pogb is
the Slam. The slam is just what it
implies-the dancer slams into the
body of someone he likes.
Mark, another punk dancer, said he
likes to cut loose on Tuesdays. "I'm
glad new wave came. You can be who
you want to be, he explained. "It's fun
and totally different.
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SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

TAN WITHOUT Tl

SUN

„ .

Improved lighting for protect ion

and DARKER TAN

(furnished 2 bedroom)

at

• HAVEN HOUSE •PIEDMONT
only $500.00 for the on|y $400.00 for the
entire summer
entirc summer
Houses, Efficiencies. & Rooms

Hair Unlimited,Inc.

,yi,^ Brothers
off
Kappa Kappa Psi

143 W. Wooster

at Charlie's Blind Pig
Saturday March 6
from 2 p.m. to 2 a.m.

National Honorary Band Fraternity
Take Pride in Congratulating

Unisex Hair Care & Tanning Center

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located At The
New Cherrywood Health S^a

12 Hour Party

• Lots of Music
j* ** Free Munchies
\ s Drink Specials
; s Lots of fun for everyone

MARK SIR0WER
The 1981-82
FREDDIE FALCON

353-3281

AA-F 10a.m.-6p.m. Sat 10a.m. -4 p.m.

l$t her* .-.iWy la </•■! tjoad i*„f)

^ Welcome
Spring

Mike Says:
Come out and try our Happy Hour.
6:00 to 8:00.
Nightly Specials 9:00 to Closing
Friday & Saturday

YEARS AFTER
BIRTHDAY BASH
MARCH 6,1982

WITH OUR

Design Classes
Make spring arrangements to
brighten your home or give as
special handmade Easter or
Mother's Day gifts I

D(3lig StlQrp

MARCH CLASSES • STOP IN FCW DEI Alls

Country Band

The

tCOME IN • RELAX • ENJOY

gfreenery"

TAVERN

THE FUN STARTS AT 9 PM FRIDAY WITH

809 S. MAIN

STACY & KEN

BOWLING GREEN

(S1 Cover)

DOOR PRIZES GIVEN AWAY EVERY HOUR!
SATURDAY, MARCH 6
•Arl982 DRINKS AT 1972 PRICES (n AM-CLOSE)
"kDOOR PRIZES EVERY HOUR

1972-1982 ANTHOLOGY
GO BACK IN TIME AS WFAL
BROADCASTS VINTAGE ROCK & ROLL,
LIVE FROM
B'S STARTING AT 8PM!

Wooster & State Street
353-8735

Delta Tau Delta Congratulates Its
1981-1982 Officers and Chairmen
OFFICERS

Praaldent
Vice Praaldent
Recording Secretary
Corraapondlng Secretary
Traaaurar
Sgt. of Anna

<HAM-CLOSE)

if GRAND PRIZE AT MIDNIGHT!

You must be 21 after 8 pm
You mual be present to win prizes^,

BETA THETA PI
DAUGHTERS OF THE DIAMOND
SPRING/SUMMER OFFICERS
President:
Vice-President:
Asst. Treasurer:
Secretary:
Asst. Pledge Trainer
Asst. Rush:
Communications:
Social Chairman:
Athletics:
Historian:

Carol Treadway
Liz Hawkins
Laura Wente
Kim Eilerman
Kelly Burkhardt
Carol Mulherin
Julie Breene
Stephanie Knisley
Julie Breene
Sandie Tratter

Dir. of Rueh
Houeed Manager

Alumni

Athletic
External Eventa
Brotherhood
Internal Eventa
IFC
Scholarahlp
Social
Houae Publicity
Public Halation.

Congratulations!!!

Qoug Wllaa
Cralng Leldhelaer
Kevin Predergaat
JimCordak
ToddFogal

Jim Weybrecht

CHAIRMEN
Pat O'Shea
Roger Plunkett

dreg Volt

Jeff Weaver

Mike Tangney

O.J. White
Mike Hart

MarkAddy

Dave Barton
Jerry Bishop
Nell Walsh
Charlie Janea

Thanks to the) old OffIcera and Chairmen for a (oh
don* Medium Rare

And Many Thanks To Our Old Officers For A Job Well Done!
T

~"i
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Similar characteristics identify child abuse, neglect
Editor's note: This is the final part emotional makeup or their parents
on a three-part series on child abuse describe them as being different or
bad.
in Wood County.
• They seem afraid of their parents.
by Jan Oberhouse
• They may bear bruises, welts,
News reporter
sores or other skin injuries, which
seem to be untreated.
• They are given inappropriate
Some cases of child abuse and neglect can easily be recognized: a child food, drink or medication.
with multiple facial bruises, a child
• They are left alone or with inadewho is seldom fed properly and re- quate supervision.
peatedly locked out of the house or an
• THEY ARE chronically unclean.
infant left alone in a locked car. But
many less obvious cases go unnoticed
• They exhibit extremes in behavand unreported.
ior: cry often or cry very little and
According to the Children Services show no real expectation of being
Division of The Wood County Welfare comforted; they are excessively fearDepartment, abused or neglected ful or seem fearless of adult authorchildren are likely to share several of ity; they are unusually aggressive or
the following characteristics:
extremely passive or withdrawn.
• They are wary of physical con• THEY APPEAR to be different tact, especially with an adult. They
may
be hungry for affection yet have
from other children in physical and

difficulty relating to children and
adults. Based on their experiences,
they feel they cannot risk getting
close to others.
• They exhibit a sudden change in
behavior, exhibit regressive behavior
such as wetting their pants or bed,
thumb-sucking, whining or becoming
uncommonly shv or passive.
• THEY HAVE learning problems
that cannot be diagnosed. Their attention wanders and they easily become
self-absorbed.
• They are habitually truant or late
to school. Frequent or prolonged absences from school may result from
the parent's keeping an injured child
at home until the evidence of abuse
disappears. Or they may arrive early
at school and remain after classes to
avoid going home.
• They are tired and often sleep in
class.

• They are not dressed properly for
the weather. Children who wear long
sleeves on hot days may be dressed to
hide bruises or burns or other marks
of abuse or they may be dressed
inadequately and suffer frost bites or
illness from exposure to the weather.
ABUSIVE OR neglectful parents
may be identified by the following
characteristics:
• They are isolated from family
supports, such as friends, relatives,
neighbors and community groups.
• They consistently fail to keep apSintments, discourage social conct, rarely or never participate in
school activities.
• They seem to trust no one.
• THEY ARE reluctant to give information about the child's injuries or
condition. They are unable to explain

the injuries or they give far-fetched
explanations.
• They respond inappropriately to
the child's condition, either by overreacting or seeming hostile and antagonistic when questioned; or they
under-react, showing little concern or
awareness and seem more occupied
with their own problems than those of
the child.
• They delay or fail to take a child
for medical care, for routine checkXor for treatment of injury or
sss. Or they may choose a different doctor or hospital each time.
• They are overcritical of the child
and seldom discuss the child in positive terms.

• They believe in harsh punishment.
• They seldom touch or look at the
child.
• They ignore the child's crying or
react with impatience.
• They keep the child confined, perhaps in a crib or a playpen, for very
long periods of time.
• THEY SEEM to lack understanding of the child's physical and emotional needs.
• They are hard to locate.
• They may be misusing alcohol or
drugs.
• They appear to lack control or
fear that they may lose control.
Their behavior may generally be
irrational; they seem incapable of
• THEY HAVE unrealistic expecta- child-rearing and may seem cruel and
tions of the child, expecting or de- sadistic.
manding behavior that is beyond the
• They refuse to consent to diagnoschild's capacity.
tic studies of the child.

Lawyer says slayings continue Local bar provides country flavor

ATLANTA (AP) - Wayne Williams'
defense lawyer made a big point of
claiming, in his summation, that the
murders of young blacks had not
stopped with nis client's arrest.
"Black men of Mr. (Nathaniel)
Cater's and Mr. (Jimmy Ray) Payne's ages are still being murdered in
this community," attorney Alvin
Binder told the jurors, who a tew days
later were to convict Williams of
killing Cater, 27, and Payne, 21.
Binder's statement was correct.
Georgia Crime Information Center
statistics show that from June 1
through Dec. 31, 1981, 29 black men
age 30 and younger were slain in
Fulton County, which includes Atlanta.

BUT ATLANTA Public Safety Commissioner Lee Brown said none of
those killings fits the pattern of the 28
slayings that were assigned to a special police task force over 22 months
before Williams came to police attention last May.
The task force cases were "young
people, black, from low-income families, were reported missing, and we

I

found their bodies away from where television Monday night that at least
they were killed," Brown said in an five unsolved killings of young black
men since Williams' arrest could fit
interview yesterday.
"We see absolutely nothing that the task force pattern.
A defense source, who asked not to
connects these (later) cases," he
be identified, cited five unsolved
said.
Williams, a 23-year-old black free- cases as fitting the pattern:
-Clarence Davis, 16, a black youth
lance photographer, was sentenced to
two consecutive life prison terms fol- shot to death in July 1981.
-Stanley Murray, a 21-year-old
lowing his conviction Saturday night.
On Monday, police announced that black man also shot to death in July.
-An unidentified 22-year-old black
the task force was being disbanded
and that they had linked Williams to man killed in Aueust. The cause of
death
has not been determined.
21 other slayings - including 20 on the
-Kenneth Johnson, 18, a black youth
task force list and the stabbing death
of a 30-year-old black man whose case shot to death in November.
-Roderick Williams, a 23-year-old
never was assigned to the task force.
POLICE left seven cases open, in- black man shot to death in December.
CHET DETTLINGER, a private
cluding the September 1980 disappearance of 10-year-old Darron Glass, investigator who did some work for
the Williams defense, admits that
who has never been found.
The 23 victims linked to Williams all most of the later cases involved shootwere black males, ages 9-30. Sixteen ings, while none of the victims linked
were strangled or asphyxiated, two with Williams was shot.
According to the Georgia crime
were stabbed, one was bludgeoned
and the cause of death was undeter- center statistics, 26 of the 29 young
mined for four others.
blacks killed from June through DeWilliams' attorneys don't contend cember were shot. One was stabbed
that all the 29 more recent killings are and the causes of death for the other
related, but Binder said on national two were undetermined.
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by Randy Stephan
News reporter
For the sake of those who don't
know any better, the Broken Boot
is not a shoestore.
"We get calls every day asking if
we are really a bar," Manager
Rhonda Cole said, "and I assure
you, we really are."
The bar, located beside Sub-meQuick on East Wooster, has been
open since Dec. 15 and features a
country and western atmosphere.
Bar Co-owner Tom Spilker said
that in his travels around the country he found many classy bars that
were country and western
oriented, especially in Texas. "I
was impressed by those bars,"
Spilker said, "and I modeled mine
after them."
SPILKER'S business partner is
Bob Spilker, his father, who owned
and operated the former Ross Hotel from 1974 until it burned down in
1978.
"The Ross was built in 1826 and
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BG'S FINEST CONTEMPORARY ROCK BAND

MANDATORY
Bahamas Informational
Meeting
Monday, March 8
8:30 PM
Towne Room, Union

M

Buy One Tropical Fish At Our Regular Price
& Get Its Mate For A Penny.

Two Free Zebra Danios Per
Customer Just For Coming In.

is

DAVY JONE S' LOCKER
Mon-Fri: II-JL
Sat: 10-5 Sun: 1-5

178 S. Main

KAPPA DELTA
WINTER FORMAL
Carole Lynn - Bob
Cindy T. - Bob
Cindy M- Bob
Tracy S.Perry
Randl Lee-Skip
Carol O. - Steve
Tracy - Willy
Laura B. - Brad
Jane - Jeff
Dawn - Many
Laurie • Jeff
Diane - Dan
Gall -Art
June • Tim
Sandy - Sieve
Susan - Frank
Lauren - Jimmy
Donna - Dane
Calhy • Rick
Laura - Marty
Ellta
Tara - Joha.
Dawn - Jell
Tammy - Gary
Terr! - John
Angle - Mike
Mary ■ Keith
Suzanne - Todd
Vickie • Mark
, Gumby - Tim
Jan - Jeff
Julie - Mike
Dec Dee - Dave

M
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PARTY
presents
Barbara Arnwine
National Representative of NBIPP
Friday, March 5,1982
Where: Amani
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Sponsored by BSU and NBIPP Bowling Green

*AN EVENING Cf
CCHANCE **

ZbeL Zeta

SIMPLE observation: The Broken Boot.
Spilker said he likes hearing remarks about the bar from his customers, because by his own
admission he is not a "professional
bar owner," but one who is trying
to learn.
On one night, for example,
Spilker had the band Mudbone per-

TONIGHT 8 - 11 PM

«..

THE
NATIONAL BLACK
INDEPENDENT POLITICAL

was somewhat of a landmark
around here, I guess," the vounger
Spilker said. "And boy, they used
to really pack 'em in over there.
' 'That's my goal with this place,''
he added. "To make a good place
where people can come to drink."
The Spilkers bought the property
in October and opened The Boot
after renewing their liquor license
from the Ross. It took five weeks to
renovate the property before it was
ready to house the bar.
"We kicked around quite a few
names for the place," Spilker said.
"But we hit on it when my mom
made fun of the old boots I wore
when we were fixing the place up."

WM

jr

forming to an audience of only 20-25
persons.
"Somebody told me that (it was
then) test week at the University,"
Spilker said. "Hell, I didn't know.
Ira not tied in to the school yet, but
that's how you learn."
The tavern has a shuffleboard,
cigarette machine, video games,
jukebox, bar, nine bar stools, several tables, chairs and ideas.
"This bar is a collection of ideas
that I picked up at various bars
around the country, and some of
my dad's ideas and carryovers
from the Ross," Spilker said.
THE BAR is open to anyone 18
years or older, but Cole said the 21and-over crowd provides the most
business.
Spilker said he is considering
changing to a 21 bar. Right now he
welcomes anyone who will behave.
Spilker thinks the atmosphere at
The Boot gives it an edge over
other bars in B.G.
"Country music has an air of
rowdiness about it and people have
a good time with it," he said.

$1 in the SIDE DOOR
looooDoeoeoi
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Meadowview Court
Apartments
214 Napoleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195
SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1882
furnished or unfurnished
Hours. Mon-Fri. 9-12 11-5
Sat. 10-2

1 Bdrm: Unfurnished; $250
Furnished; $270
Landlord Pays All Utilities
1 Bdrrn: Unfurnished; $200
Furnished; $225
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Resident Pays Electric Lights

2 bdrm; Unfurnished; $265
Furnished: $285
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Resident Pcys Electric Lights
Efficiencies:
Unfurnished; $200
Furnished; $225
Landlord Pays Al Utilities

• Laundry facilities available • Gas heat
• Swimming pool • Party room
• Game room • Sauna
AH Rewlents Ar. Canted The Pnvteoe Of A MemOarahe To The Cherywood He*** Spa
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GET READY
FOR
SPRING BREAK
Separates with
"Piazz"

presents

DL 1982
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See our LARGE selection
of tops, ruffed skirts
knickers

Wok
^pecta 11 eopte
th

MARCH 6

1982

Shown:
Fruit Top $19.00
S-M-L
Ruffled Skirt $32.00
S-M-L

ZJne f-^owder [ uff
525 Ridge St.

HOLIDAY INN
PERRYSBERG, OHIO
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Restaurant makes longest fry

Students stage no frills drama
by Mark Dl Vinccnzo
Newi reporter
Imagine a play in which
the audience and the stage
manager directly participate.
Imagine a play in which
the actors make set
changes on stage but only
the minimum amount of
props are used and pantomime becomes a major
mode of communication.
Thorton Wilder's Our
Town fits this description.
Our Town, which opened in
the Joe E. Brown Theater
last night, is a rather odd
play but it is also a Pulitzer
Prize winning play, Paul
Mellen, teaching fellow in
the School of Speech Communication, said.
"Our Town is a real departure - it is drama without a lot of the trappings,"
Mellen said, "ana ft gives
the audience a chance to
look at the words and actors.
"WHEN IT is done right,
it is the best kind of drama
because no one can hide
behind props and cos-

tumes."
Our Town can be any
town because it has such a
universal theme, Tom McSweeney, director of the
play, said.
The play centers on two
families in Grover's Corners, N.H., about the turn
of the century. A boy and a
girl fall in love and get
married but the girl dies.
She then comes back to
visit her home town and
sees life bow it really Is.
Everyone watching the
play can relate to some
actor and some situation,
McSweeney said, because
the story is so real.
PANTOMIME is important to this play, the director explained, and the
pantomime in Our Town is
so finely tuned that it is
hardly noticed.
"Pantomime is something movies and television can't do too
effectively," Mellen said,
"and it is very exciting to
see when it is done and
done well."
The play also features an
acting stage manager. "To

TEACHERS

Need Help Finding A Job?
Scad tl .00 lor PnUft tad Handbag to:
MIDWEST EDUCATIONAL ADVERTISING
BOX 9505
(ANTON. OHIO 44711

WE HAVE THE ANSWER!

The Marriage of
Figaro

my knowledge, a woman
has never played the stage
manager in 'Our Town',"
McSweeney said, "so we
are probably the first"
The stage manager has a
crucial role in this play and
has lines to memorize and
perform. The stage manager's lob is to introduce
characters to the audience,
explain what is happening
and give the audience information they need to
fully understand the plot,
McSweeney said, adding
that the stage manager
must be the quarterback
on the stage while the
quarterback off the stage
is the director. ,
"MY JOB ends opening

night." McSweeney said,
"but before opening night I
have to be sure that I've
done my job correctly.
"A director must guide
talent and make certain
that everything balances;
I try to be a fine tuner."
McSweeney, a senior, is
directing his fouth college
play. Out of the 76 students
who auditioned, 26 were
chosen, McSweeney said,
"and I believe this is the
most ever for a University
theater production."
The 26 actors that survived cuts play 45 different
characters, McSweenev
said, although originally
there were only supposed
to be 18 actors.

ONLY SIX people in
"Our Town" have acted
previously in a University
production, McSweeney
said, and this means more
and more talent is being
exposed at the University.
''Watch the people that
are not talking," McSweeney said, "because even
though there may not seem
to be much happening, the
little things make the play
unique."
The play shows the simpler side of life that is so
frequently ignored by society today, McSweeney
said, "and it forces the
audience to get involved
and think about what's
happening."

Some french fries are
thin and crispy, or fat and
soggy, or long and greasy.
But others are curly and
over 12 feet long.
After il potatoes and an
hour of manual slicing, the
Corner Kitchen, 183 South
Main St., measured its record-breaking fry at 12
feet, 6 inches - 2 inches
longer than the previous
record-setting fry, made
more than two years ago.
The Kitchen has the ability to make such a fry
because of its unique
french fry maker. "The
machine can carve a single
potato into one continuous,
curly french fry," owner
Richard Cox said.
THE RESTAURANT
makes all of its french fries

by Alan Sxabo
assistant copy editor
It is appropriate that the
trick shot and master pool
player lives in Beverly
Hills. His glamorous history entertains his audience like any of
Hollywood's best.
He skillfully teases his
audience with his remarkable pool playing and humorous heckling. Jack
White is definitely a performer.
White appeared at the
University to give two
demonstrations of his talents last Friday.
His comments often
draw, as they did at the
University, many heckling
responses. But he likes it.
"Nothing bothers me," he
said.
He blurted out insults to
his opponent and the crowd
as casually as he ran all
the balls off the pool table.

Rickles was born," White
said. "But my delivery is
different. I like pushing
them (audience) because
it makes them part of the
show."
He said the only time he
was ever embarrassed occurred when he played at
Hugh Hefner's and the two
female assistants provided
by Hefner wore absolutely
no clothing. He didn't say
why, but just closed his
eyes, made a face and
shook his head.
He didn't start out with a
comedy act in mind, but
fell into it after a remark
he made against an opponent won the crowd over.
He's been jeering opponents and crowds ever
since.
Having fun, especially
with onlookers, expresses
the true love he has for the
game.
"MOST (POOL) PROS
are wrapped up in themselves," White said, "I
care, and it has made my

FRIDAY,
MAJJCH5
• P.M.

SUNDAY,
MARCH 7
3 P.M.

life richer."
Although be has played
in front of the Queen of
England, eight presidents
and appeared on almost
every variety-talk show,
he insists that students are
the best audience.
He likes the sincerity of
college students, he said.
"I like to play for students,
they are so for real. If you
don't do your number, they
walk.
"I've appeared before
seven and a half presidents," White said, making a gesture of two victory
signs with his hands to
mock Nixon as the half,
"and I've had more fun
with the kids. It's more
intimate."

professional and his uncle.
Bill Clearwater, was world
champion.
What started as a fascination of the colored
balls falling into pockets
has become his life. "I
loved it immediately," he
said.

HE HAS GIVEN demonstrations in 123 countries.
This year he will perform
for 220 colleges in 10
months, taking two months
to rest.
His schedule includes a
booking and a half every
day, seven days a week,
sometimes performing for
two schools in one day, he
said.
Although White hasn't
always been in such demand, he has been performing for quite some
time. He learned how to
play pool at the age of
eight. His father was a

WHITE WAS BORN in
New York City and raised
in Pittsburgh. He took his
skills to pool rooms and
hustled for 20 vears before
turning professional.
The first time he played
for money as a youngster,
White recalled, it was for
13 cents a game. He won
$1.35. "My mom asked me
where I got a pocket full of
change, when I told her,
she beat my buns," he
said.
At age 19, White gave his
mother $1,000 of his $7,000
winnings, and she hasn't
questioned his playing
since.
He hustled pool with the
money put up by his
backer, White said. They
traveled from one city to
another betting on pool
games.
"HE DIDN'T do it for the
money, he didnt need it.
He did it for the excitement," White said.

Howard s Club H
PRESENTS....

by Wfgang Amadeus Mozart
presenttdbythe
Bowling Green State University
Opera Theater
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Markel, visual communications technology major, said the the show plans
to air "The World's Longest French Fry" segment
within the next three
weeks.
"The orginal fry is recorded on file for the Guinness Book of World
Records," Cox said, adding that the book will only
publish the fry record if a
competition is held.
' 'Maybe we'll try it again
in the near future," he
said.

■--—-——

EXERCISE YOUR
RIGHT-TO-READ
20% OFF PAPERBACKS & JUVENILE
BOOKS
THGRS. & FRI. - MARCH 4TH & 5TH
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
MON. - FRI.
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
SATURDAY

"He was like a father to
me and I'll never forget
that," he said.
This fond experience
may have compelled White
to instruct his protege, Jim
Rempe. White developed
Rempe into a world champion.
Through the years White
said he has played many
great pool players, including the well known Willie
Masconi and Minnesota
Fats. White claims to have
never lost a match.
WHITE ENJOYED
going from place to place
to play. "I was like Billy
the Kid, the king in town,
everyone wanted to take a
shot at me." he said.
The highest stakes he
Stayed for were in a match
i 1961, when he played
best of three games for
$10,000 in Johnson City,
Illinois. He won.
White appeared on television for the first time on
the Johnny Carson show in
1962. It was then that he
stopped hustling and
turned pro.
Since then be has appeared on many other television, shows. and before
dignitaries around the
world. One of of his biggest
thrills was to perform before 4,000 recruits at the
Great Lakes Naval Training Center because they
were such a great audience, he said.
HE ENJOYS PLAYING
for military audiences and

likes to play tor all types of
people, White said. He has
even performed in a penitentiary and the prisoners
liked him so much they
made him an honorary inmate, White said.
During his performances, he plays members of the audience,
continually talking and answering questions. He then
sets aside time to show
trick shots.
He learns his trick shots
from other players as well
as making his own, he said.
"One time I couldn't sleep
and got up in the middle of
the night and invented a
trick shot by experimenting," White said. "It took
me five hours to master
it."
When asked what advice
he would give to students
to improve their pool, he
smiled and responded,
"don't miss." Then in a
more serious manner he
said the best defense in
pool is a good offense. He
also said a key to good pool
was concentration.
Students will have a
chance to see White demonstrate proper pool techniques, when he returns to
the University next winter.
He will teach a one week
seminar, a UAO spokesman said.
It is doubtful that he will
ever retire; he likes what
he's doing too much, especially performing for students, White saicT
"This is a high for me,"
he said.

Help Prevent Birth Defects The Nation's Number One
Child Health Problem.
Support the
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"P.M. MAGAZINE always tells viewers to send
in story ideas, and I
thought the fry would be an

interesting story," Smith
said.
P.M. Magazine covered
the event on March 4, and
the 12 foot, 6 inch french
fry will soon be a TV celebrity. Co-producer Bart

Pool hustler enjoys comic billiard act

"I STARTED the Don
Rickles routine before

m*m

with this hand-powered
machine, but their regular
fries are usually much
shorter.
Cox said that two former
student employees thought
of making the orginal extra-long fry.
"We did It just for fun,"
he said.
Cox decided to try to
break the fry record after
being contacted by P.M.
Magazine, a feature-news
show on Channel 11, Toledo. "They asked us to try
to break our record after
Al Smith (employee) wrote
them a letter about the 12foot one," he said.

THUR: Draft Beer

dp

March of Dimes
InWTH DfHCTS FOUNOADONI

Hey BGSU, Take Off
to the
MAC BASKETBALL SEMI FINALS
Friday, March 5
Go with UAO for Only $9!!
INCLUDES:
Tickets to both semi final games
& Transportation
Leaving Union 4:30 PM

SIGN UP NOW in the UAO Office!!
GO BGSU! BEA T THE WILDCA TS !

1982-83
CHEERLEADING TRYOUTS
Registration
& Information
TUESDAY, March 30 7-9 p.m. Anderson Arena Clinic
THURSDAY, April 1
7-9 p.m. Anderson Arena Clinic
SATURDAY, April 3 TBA
TBA
Semi-Finals
MONDAY, April 5
7-9 p.m. Anderson Arena Clinic
WEDNESDAY, April 7 7-9 p.m. Anderson Arena Clinic
SATURDAY, April 17 1 p.m. Rec Center
Finals
TUESDAY, March 9 9:30 p.m.115 Ed. Bldg

IN OBSERVANCE OF RIGHT-TO-READ WEEK

-MEN AND WOMEN WELCOME-

^^^^™
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NewsbriefSi
Residents of Prout Hall rate readings for our budwere evacuated early this get," she said. "We would
morning after an electric want to be able to have it
motor in a lounge heating by the deadline."
unit caught fire.
The budget must be
The fire began at about 7 passed and submitted by
a.m. and had already been April 1, she said.
extinguished by a dorm
"We would like to have
resident before the fire de- three separate meetings in
partment arrived, Howard case the public would like
Rutter, Bowling Green fire to come In and say anychief, said.
thing about it."
The fire department was
The ordinance had its
there until 7:25 a.m. venti- first reading at the March
lating the building.
1 meeting, and is schedDamage to the building uled to have its third at the
was very minor, Rutter regular March 15 meeting.
said and no one was hurt in
The ordinance provides
the incident.
for "appropriations for the
current expenses and other
expenditures of the City of
Bowling Green, Ohio, for
the fiscal year beginning
"What we're doing is we Jan. 1, 1962, and ending
want to have three sepa- Dec. 31,1962."

Early vote on tax hike unlikely, senator says
COLUMBUS (AP)-Sen(AP) - Sen- for high wage earners and
ate
ite Democratic leader corporations rather than
Harry Meshel predicted the sales tax.
yesterday the Senate
"But if they want to put
would vote by June on
whether to increase the an income tax on people
making
$8,000 or $10,000
state sales tax to help lift
state government out of they're not going to get any
the red.
votes on it," Meshel said.
But Meshel would not
predict the outcome, and
HE ALSO PREFERS semajority Republicans said lective taxes on business
the chances of such a vote and industry. "What
by that time are less than you're doing now is taxing
5fo0.
a lot of small business peo"I' expect severe cuts ple who aren't making any
and .'.. a floor vote on a » money," he said.
sales tax between now and
June," said Meshel (DGov. James Rhodes has
Youngstown) who favors proposed a temporary 1
increasing income taxes percent increase in the

state's 5 percent sales tax
to help erase the projected
$1 billion deficit.
But the suggestion has
met with what Rhodes'
budget chief, Howard Collier, characterized as
"deafening silence" in the
Legislature. The sales tax
was raised to its present
level from 4 percent only
last November.
Rhodes ordered f 107 million in spending cuts Feb.
1. Another $46.1 million is
to be slashed March 16
under a plan authorized by
the Legislature when ft
adopted the current budget. It also involves tempo-

rary increases in the
corporate franchise and
public utility taxes worth
$44.7 million.
SENATE President Paul
Gillmor said an upper
chamber vote on a sales
tax by June is rpossible but
not probable. ' I think that
is certainly way less than
5OS0 at this time," Gillmor
(R-Port Clinton) said.
Gillmor said Rhodes
should have gone beyond
the 1 percent spending cut
contained in the budget
and imposed the more severe reductions he says
are needed.

Local crimestoppers offer rewards for information
by Kyle Silvers
News staff reporter

The Wood County Crimestoppers program is off
to a good start.
City Police Chief Galen
Ash said the national program, which began locally
Oct. 1, has had a good
clearance rate and may be
even more effective in deterring crime.
"It's got a lot of potential," be said. "I feel good
that we got it going, providing ifs successful. !
think it's a definite deterrent. You never know what
might not have happened
because of it"
The program is funded
entirely by contributions,
and relies on people to call
in with information about a
crime.
ALL CALLERS are
guaranteed anonymity.

and are identified only by a
number.
Rewards range from $50
to $1,000, based on the value of the information as
decided by an advisory
board comprised of local
citizens.
Ash said the program
operates on a "very minimal" budget, adding that
he would like to see the
program show some profress before funds are socited.
"Soon, we're going to
have to go on a fund-raising campaign," he said,
explaining that representatives are talking about
the program to local service organizations.
The program is publicized through monthly stories in the Sentinel-Tribune
and spots on Toledo television stations.
MATCHBOOKS

ARE

distributed and five bill- have been outside the imboards will be posted mediate Bowling Green
around the city, said Lt. area.
William Fox, who coordiWhen the police receive
useful information, Fox
nates the program.
"We havern had the vol- said he then presents a
ume of calls we'd like to synopsis of the crime to the
have," Fox said, adding board, who determines the
that people may not realize amount of the reward.
they can call about any
"We argue back and
crime, not just the crime of forth a little bit," he said.
"I can usually make a sugthe month.
"We've only paid off on gestion on what I think.
three or four," he Each case is based on what
said. "We'll take informa- it is."
When the reward is detion on anything. If you
have other information, cided, a board member
then agrees to meet with
it's just as good."
One of these was for in- and pay cash to the person,
formation that led to the still identified only by a
recovery of a parrot stolen number, at a location of his
from a local pet store, he or her choice.
said..
A RECENT transaction
THE CURRENT crime occurred in the diaper secis the murder of a Lake tion of a local grocery, he
Township store clerk, he said.
Fox said that many peosaid, explaining that most
of the spotlighted crimes ple are riot interested in the

Procter & Gamble faces initial trial
in suits over toxic shock syndrome

DENVER (AP) - An 18Eear-old woman, at times
ursting into tears, testified yesterday the anguish
she suffered from toxic
shock syndrome has left
her feeling irreparably
damaged and convinced
"no man would want to
marry me."
Deletha Dawn
Lampshire said the pain
after being stricken in 1980
was so intense she was
injected several times with
morphine.
The one-time honor student and high school student body president said
psychological scars remain and have left her a
failure in school and with
the opposite sex.
"After my sickness, I
felt dirty and I still do,"
said Lampshire yesterday
during the second day of
her $25 million lawsuit
against Procter & Gamble
Co., the maker of Rely
tampons.
"I DONT want to have a
long-term relationship

with a man, and somehow I
feel no man would want to
marry me anyway," she
said.
Lampshire argues that
she suffered toxic shock
syndrome because ' she
used Rely tampons. The
rare and sometimes fatal
disease has been linked to
tampon use.
In cross-examination
yesterday, the teen-ager
burst into tears after a
lawyer for Procter & Gamble pointed out inconsistencies between her trial
testimony and an April 11
statement she had made.
AMONG THE inconsistencies was her acknowledgement this week,
earlier denied, that she has
had sex at age 14.
Lampshire testified she
was given morphine several times during her hospital stay in May 1980 to
combat intense pain.
Her mother, Darlene
Lampshire, said the disease caused her daughter's
arms and legs to ^'swell

horribly" much like "blowing up a balloon to the point
where it's going to break."
Her muscle spasms were
SO' severe they shook her
bed, diarrhea was "unlike

anything I'd seen before"
and any substance her
child swallowed was vomited "clear across the
room," Mrs. Lampshire
said.

Kappa Delta Proudly Announces
Its 1982-83 Executive Council
President - Jane Maurer
Vice President - Kristy Baum
Secretary - Donna Fitzgerald
Treasurer - Randi Lee Gardner
Assistant Treasurer - Diane Arth
Editor - Karen Nussbaum
MambsrtUp - Dawn Jonard
House Chairman - Cindy Miller

Here's to an excellent forthcoming year.

Village Green
352-6167

Luther
352-2276
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AWARD
12 ACADEMY
NOMINATIONS
BEST ACTOR - WOMEN MATTY
BEST ACTRESS - euNt KIATON
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS

835 High St. — Rental Office)
J.c.i.J.1 iL 11- CL~,~J M~hk Sf.

Features

Special Features
Al residents *■ be granted membership to Health Spa,
"a new facHHy butt m 1981 » features the following:
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool * Metos
Sauna * Sun Larnpe * Shower Massage * Complete
Exercise FacHHea a Equipment.

Other Rentals
Houses, efficiencies, 1 bedrooms

FuniajedtiJnjOTjjhaj.

"But if you're talking
about June 30,1963 ... I've
seen so many things
change the other way ... it
coulcfbe more, it could be
less; it's too long off," be
said.

Congratulation! to the newly
elected officers of Delta Sigma Pi
President
Scott Swartz
Sr. V.P
Krista Koch
V.P. Internal
Lisa Grosel
V.P. Special
Eric Schultz
V.P. Pledging
John Painter
Secretary..
Joanne Nichols
Treasurer
Bonnie Rathbun
Chancellor
Laura Babka
C.E.I. Chairman
Mike Zywiczynski
Historian
Andrea Hogue
Delta Sig Correspondent...Tommy Raybuck
Fund Raising Chairman
Kathy Moosbrugger
Social Chairman
Dan McFarland
Publicity Chairman
Eileen Tarantino
Dean's Advisory Council...Karen Shaw
The fraternity would like to thank Dr. Ronald Hunady,
our chapter advisor for another great year.

Board of Black Cultural Activities

Call

presents

About
Low
Summer
Rates
NEWLOVE
APARTMENTS
336 S. MAIN
352-5163

FASHION BLEND 82
ALL OUT IN STYLE
and
CABARET
featuring Cochise Collier of
Kent State University
Friday, March 5,1982
8:00 p.m. Grand Ballroom
Tickets $2.50 Sold at the Door

Dutch Pantry
is warming up
March.

including BEST PICTURE

Preferred Properties

2 Bedroom - carpeted and lumlshed * Gae heat « ak
conditioning - gee cooking (Landkxd pays gee) * Laundry areas In each bUkang * Residents pay only light *
Lota of ctoeet space * 1 V, bath.

AT 7:30 8 1 30 PM
8AT. MAT. 2:00
SUN. MAT. 2.-00 8 4:00

•csrrtcnau -tauau

2

(between Sixth a Seventh Su.)

nui eotToa
-sketnL ««».••■

SCSI SOUNrXUCHARO POflTMAN A
DA VIO BONNE
■EST OMOtNAL SCORE-OAVE OftUSIN

352-6985

9:00—4.30 Monday—Friday
Apartment Complexes
Haven HOUM
Piedmont • 8th & High St.
Birch wood Place - 650 Sixth St.
MMdowtarfc - 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manvllle

"There's no doubt about
the size of it in this first
fiscal year," Riffe said.

ACADEMY AWARD 4™B'?

NOMINATIONS
inching BEST PICTURE

Forest Apartments

Phoqe 352-9378

ACROSS the statebouse.
House Speaker Vernal
Riffe Jr. (D-New Boston)

said it is too soon to tell if
the deficit will reach $1
billion by the June 30,1963,
end of the fiscal biennium.

TOTO

Pendleton Mgt. Co.

Still have some great apartments available
for Spring or Fall

money.
bargain rather than iden"What I've found out, tify the person," he said.
and it makes me feel good,
is a lot of people will call
OFTEN, the information
and say 'I don't care about the police receive deals
the money,'" he said. "I with a crime they already
usually tell them when I'm are investigating, Fox
talking to them that I don't said.
know now much it'll be."
lite information can be
Often, the reward will be the missing link that leads
doubled if the person to solving the crime, he
agrees to testify in court, said.
he said.
The main thing the proEam is trying to do is get
HOWEVER, if the perthe people involved in or
son declines. Fox will tes- nearest to the criminal eltify without revealing any ement, he said.
identities, he said.
"You're going to have to
Even if the person pro- get to the people that know
vides his name, Fox never what's going on," he said.
will reveal it, he said.
Fox said he was encourWood County Prosecutor aged when a CrimestopBetty Montgomery has pers matchbook was found
agreed to protect the iden- on a person brought in for
tity of anyone calling Cri- questioning.
mestoppers. he said.
Anyone with any infor"She would just as soon mation is encouraged to
either dismiss it or plea call 3524077.

"I would support the administration making further cuts at this time
because it is necessary,"
Gillmor said. "I think
there's a problem and we
ought to deal with it sooner
than later."
Taking such action now
would allow the cuts to be
spread out over a longer
period.

CiV9ef*«a 1*1 ^H^ SHOWING

wrriMMAroGiAFHtt

New Location
853 Napoleon Apt #5

I 5.1M2 5

MAUREEN STAPLETON

BESTDIRE<HX)R —
WAKMN

00 TO THE
LENGTH OF THIS
MOVIE, THERE
WILL BE ONLY
ONE EVENING SHOW

MATTY

"A GREAT LOVE STORY SET AGAINST
TUMULTUOUS EVENTS"
••PACKED WITH PLACES, PEOPLE,
FEELINGS AND TALENT."-NEWSWEEK

REDS
CLA'ZELI neam
aaiaarf
JACSI NICMOL80N

PAUL

■VI. AT

eon vmo
m

SAT. »aawt.au
SON. HAT. 2:00

■a-ian »■■■■■■<I-M

IHEATRf

CREATURE
BLACK MM

TWO FO« THi PMCf OF ONE

Come enjoy our March specials—
delicious homestyle casseroles,
served piping hot. Choose either
macaroni, ham and cheese or
creamed chicken over waffles.
Each includes our famous
Pantry Salad and homemade
biscuit and butter.
Served everyday at lunch
or dinner throughout March
fbr jUSt $2.49

"CREATURE"
AT
7:S0PM
'OUTERSPACE"
AT

9:00PM

Bowling Green
1-75 at Rt. 64

AaaertcafrOilafrairiialij CeoUa'

Perrysburg
1-75 & Rt. 20

[VtaandMeKarCerd.

t Tto BG Nfwj March S, 1M2

Sports
BG confident of a win against NIL! Falcon icers to begin drive to NCAA's
sity. Against MU, the Falcons were
without Jenkins for "the entire first
half, as his car skidded off the Ohio
turnpike when he was making the trip
back to BG from his home in Warren.
"That was a blow to us when he
wasn't here by game time. We
thought 'here we go again,' because
we lost (former BG star) Joe Faine
last year at tournament time," said
Greer. who ranks fourth in the nation
in assists. "But we overcame all that.
In that situation, you just try to block
it out of your mind and play basketball. If you start thinking about it, it's
going to hurt you."
When Jenkins did arrive, it gave the
team an emotional lift that may carry
over into tonight's game, according to
Bill Faine.

avenged that loss and defeated the
Falcons in the quarter-finals in Anderson Arena.
Even though the Falcons always
seem to have a rough time against the
Huskies, BG coach John Weinert said
he didn't care what team his squad
faces - as long as they are in the semifinals.
"I don't care who we play. That's
like somebody giving me a million
dollars and asking me what denominations I want them in(" Weinert said.
I don't give a damn,
toggo with
The Falcons
ale are expected to
their regular starting lineup)0f]
ot David
uavia
Greer, Marcus Newbern, David Jenkins, Lamar Jackson and Bill Faine.
Both Newbern and Jenkins are averaging in double figures, at 19.6 and
13.8 points per game, respectively.
Both Greer and Faine are averaging 9.3 points j>er game, while Jackson is averaging 8.2 points and 7.0
rebounds per contest. Jenkins is averaging 6.3 rebounds.
GREEK SAID after BG's defeat of
Miami last Tuesday night that the
Falcons are mentally and physically
ready to make a run at the MAC postseason title and the automatic bid to
the NCAA tournament that goes with
it.
"We're there; we're ready. We'll
take whoever comes," Greer said.
BG has learned to overcome adver-

by Joe Memer
sports editor
The rubber match for Bowline
Green and Northern Illinois is tonight
at 9 p.m. at Crisler Arena in Ann
Arbor, Mich., in the semi-finals of the
Mid-American Conference post-season basketball playoffs.
BG and Nil) have met twice already this season, with each team
winning once. The Falcons won the
last meeting just two weeks ago,
defeating the Huskies, 89-80, in Anderson Arena. But NIU won earlier in the
season by two points, 61-59, in DeKalb, IU.
Both teams had difficult routes to
the semi-finals. BG had to battle from
behind to knock off Miami, 81-78,
while the Huskies slipped past Ohio
University, 70-68, in overtime. BG is
17-10 this season, while NIU is 14-13.
The winner of tonight's contest advances to the MAC finals to face the
winner of tonight's other semi-final
matchup between Ball State and
Western Michigan matchup. The
BSU-WMU game precedes BG's
game tonight and will start at 7:30
p.m.
THIS IS the third straight year that
the Falcons have met NIU in the MAC
tourney. In the inaugural tournament
in 1980, BG downed the Huskies in the
semi-finals, but last year NIU

"We were psyched when we saw
him come in, but at first we thought
he couldn't play (because his name
wasn't in the scorebook)," said Faine,
who has averaged 13 points and 7.5
rebounds since becoming a starter six
games ago. "I don't think it really hit
us until he went out on the floor and
the crowd started cheering."
Jenkins scored 12 points, grabbed
four rebounds, and had two assists in
the second half, as he and Newbern
led the Falcons back from a ninepoint halftime deficit.

with CCHA playoff match against NMU
by Tracy Collins
managing editor

The Falcons will look towards bal- goals, and 30 of BG's 45 power play
anced scoring to bring them through goals.
the playoffs. BG was the highest scoring team in the league, while allowing ' BG's second line of Dan Kane (9-24the second-fewest goals.
33), Dave O'Brian (17-12-29) and
Perry Braun (12-17-29), third line of
Nick Bandescu (17-15-32), George
Final Regular Season
Roll (12-12-24) and Andre Latreifle
(11-16-27), and fourth line of Kim
CCHA STANDINGS
Collins (8-11-19), Tim Hack (4-10-14)
and Chris Guertin (7-7-14), have given
I
learn
W
T
the Falcons more than enough scoring
20
7
Bowling Green
I
depth this season. Kane, O'Brian,
21
10
1
Michigan State
Bandescu and Braun have all been
II
1
effective killing penalties this season.
Michigan Tech
16
Hack was recently named to the
15
13
2
Notre Dame
CCHA all-Academic team.
14
12
4
Michigan
15
2
Ferrit State
13
The defensemen have provided exII
15
2
Lake Superior
cellent protection for goaltender Mike
Northern Mich.
12
16
0
David, as well as producing well
offensively. Freshman Garry Galley
Western Mich.
II
IB
1
(3-33-36) leads all CCHA rookie deOhio State
10
n
1
fensemen in scoring. Co-captain and
9
IB
Miami
1
all-American candidate Brian MacLellan (8-19-27) has been outstanding,
BG WILL BE led by the top line of as have Wayne Wilson (2-18-20),
Brian Hills (31-42-73), Peter Wilson Barry Mills (3-15-18) and Mike Pikul
(27-16-43) and George McPhee (24-47- (4-17-21). Wilson has been BG's best
71). Hills and McPhee, recently penalty-killer.
named to the CCHA all-Academic
Each contest will start at 7:30 p.m.,
team, rank first and second, respectively, in the league in scoring. That and a limited number of tickets are
line has produced 11 game-winning still available for each contest.

The Central Collegiate Hockey Association playoffs return to the Ice
Arena this weekend, after a threeyear haitus.
Bowling Green's hockey team, the
top-seeded team of the tournament,
will face eighth-seeded Northern
Michigan in a two-game, total-goal
series, Saturday and Sunday.
The Falcons, who finished the season with a 24-11-1 record, will be
facing a Wildcat team which slumped
severely in the second half of the
season, dropping from the first-place
position they held in early January.
NMU finished the regular season with
a record of 15-19-0.
For BG, the series presents a
opportunity to avenge playoff losses
to Northern, at Marquette, Mich.,
each of the last two seasons. The
Wildcats are two-time defending
CCHA champions, finishing second
and fourth in the NCAA the last two
seasons.
The winner of this series will travel
to Joe Louis Arena in Detroit, Mich.,
for the semifinal and final rounds of
the playoffs, March 12 and 13.

David Greer: Falcon's
bestrkept secret weapon

Gymnasts ready for tourney
second in all-around on the season
despite an injury to her forearm in
her senior year of high school at
Massillon Jackson that kept her on
the sidelines for the first two months
of the season. She also claimed the BG
balance beam record with a 9.0 at last
year's MAC championships, and finished third in all-around with a 34.55.
QUITE A LIST of accomplishments
for someone who has been a BG
gymnast for less than two years.
"It feels good, but I think that I was
overscored at that meet," said Garee,
who repeatedly tried during the interview to stress that her records were
not really such big accomplishments.
"We are all really even in talent on
the team and everybody does a good
job."
"She has really made a turn around
this year," said Simpson. "She felt
that she didn't fit in at first (because
of her injury as a freshman). She
couldn't do what everybody else did.
She has come a long way since then."
According to Garee, one individual
performance does not make a team
successful.

by Kermit Rowe
News staff reporter
When the Bowling Green gymnasts
host the second annual Mid-American
Conference Women's Gymnastics
Championship this Sunday beginning
at 11 a.m. at Anderson Arena, they
will be, according to coach Chuck
Simpson, "looking for a strong team
Serformance" in order to uproot Kent
tate, last year's MAC champs.
Leading that "strong team performance" will be sophomore Laurie
Garee, who has been the top allaround scorer in practically every BG
match this year and has managed to
claim three of the five BG individual
gymnastics records.
Garee grabbed two of those records
just two weeks earlier In a dual match
against Indiana State. In both cases,
she broke the marks of teammate
Dawn Boyle. She reset the BG allaround record with a 35.4 (eclipsing
the old mark of 34.95) and grabbed the
floor exercise mark with a 9.35 (besting the previous record of 9.15).
As a freshman last year, Garee was

"I was kind of reluctant about this
interview at first because everybody
on the team is equally important,
Garee said. "We have been one of the
winningest sports on campus, one
individual can't do that."
But there has to be something about
Garee's record-setting performances
that sets her apart from the other
gymnasts.
" I think that I'm just consistent,"
Garee said, "because a lot of girls
have a lot more difficulty worked into
there routines. I tried to work some
tricks into my routines at the beginning of the season, but that didn't
work out."
" SHE'S ONE OF the most consistent on the team," Simpson agreed,
"that's why she scores well. She tries
harder, she is a little more mature in
her approach than the others. She
does very clean routines. She wants to
do well probably more than anyone
else on the team."
A deciding factor this Sunday for
the BG gymnasts will be injuries.
Injuries, which have hampered practically every Falcon this year, has

alone with high-scoring Marcus Newbern and David Jenkins on the wings.
Newbern, a 6-2 senior guard, finished third among MAC scorers during the regular season with a 19.5
average while Jenkins, a 6-5 sophomore, averaged 13.9.

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) - David
Greer, Bowling Green's 5-foot-9 junior
guard, may be the best-kept secret In
the Mid-merican Conference basketball tournament.

contributed negatively upon their 7-4
record. Garee, who is now suffering
from shinspllnts, explains the injury
factor in gymnastics.
" I think that gymnastics is probably the toughest sport physically,"
Garee said. "You are using practically every muscle in your body.
People say 'Your crazy' because we
beat ourselves against the bars."
According to Garee, this year's
successes almost never happened.
"I'm a Christian and at the beginning of the season I almost wanted to
give up," Garee said. "But I feel that
God somehow wanted me to continue.
"Gymnastics t4»aclwg me to have
confidence in myself," Garee continued, "and keep going on when things
tend to get me down/'
The Falcons will participate in the
afternoon round beginning at 2:30
p.m.
"Our goal all season long was the
MAC's, Simpson said. 'AVe have
been looking forward to representing
Bowling Green and hopefully we can
bring the MAC title back to BG."

For the past two years, the MAC
tournament - scheduled for Friday
and Saturday nights in the University
of Michigan's Crisler Arena - has
belonged to Ball State guard Ray
McCallum, the Cardinals all-everything sharpshooter.
But Greer, who isn't even the bestknown player on his own team, can
fire up Bowling Green the same way
McCallum sets the tempo for Ball
State.
"Greer Is the man who makes us
go," Bowling Green Coach John Weinert said. "He sets the pace."
You won't see Greer's name among
the MAC's leading scorers, but he
leads the conference - and is fourth in
the nation - with 8.5 assists per game.

"I'm very proud of this team,"
Weinert said. ''We were picked sixth
in the preseason, we lost one of our top
players (Colin Irish) to injury early,
and yet still we were in the race in the
last week and finished second."
Ball State, which won the regular
season title with a 12-4 conference
record, takes a 16-10 overall record
into Friday night's 7 p.m. semifinal
?ame against Western Michigan, 152. Bowling Green and NIU meet at 9
p.m.
Entries for the all-campus swim
meet are no available from fraternity
and resident hall athletic chairmen
and at the IM office in 201 Memorial
Hall.
Entries are due March 9. The meet
will be held Thursday, March 11, at 4
p.m. in Cooper Pool.

Weinert has so much trust in Greer
that he generally sends the Falcons
out in what he calls a "1-4" offense
where Greer brings the ball up court
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Tenant pays only eiectnerty 0 mo Ma*a
CM Jena MaalWB Reel Eatete laS-StSS.

OR 352-7366

Apartments and Houaoa

6 Cindl 3522130

1 or 2 bdrm apt* tor 82-63

4 Safe' Leevmg U S Ponaac G Prtt 1072.

NEGOTIABLE' CALL 362-2707 OR

If. reakja for 62 63 achool year

f

OFFICE HOURS 113

NEED I F RMTE SPR OTR $tOO'MO

CONTACT JM METZQER

turn

catte vakon. «Mra do**t 6 storage

space laundry lacones and storage cage*

c

Reducw] rent

pkja 1/6 utatiM Cafl 362 2839

Keep

352-8457. 362 3641
FOR SALE

1 M. ratal needed tor summer ojtr n co*d
nouM

m

bdrm lurury apt* 2 tut bathe dkshwaanw.

aMM

♦SSCvoB-. C*tor TV AC Furn 362-4479

D

*W>"
ROCK LEDGE MANOR. Large

CATIONS OR APPOINTMENTS

1986 Mercury Wagon Jual toned No ruat

RMTE NEEOED SPR OTR

THOBE KAPPA HO LETTERS HANGtNO

LOW VA.

1 F reste tor apt 0*. 1 bat from campus
Low rent AC Owmbdrm Cat 362-6841

720 MANVULE. HOUSE 352-2488

SANOEE NORTON: I'M OLAO TO BM

Dear Secret Lover. Tree * my RSVP YEB' I
BOM

SIS 7TH BT. APT. «, SS^ASB

Urwmrted 143W Wooetor 353-3281

Boeco Two Oaaa parttoe ai 0.

Cast I4S-887B.

OWN BORBL. I100IMO PLUS UTIL

CM-0 ACTIVATION IS COMING
CM-0 ACTIVATION IS COaAWO

4973

tor 82 S3 achool

WANTEO: M. RfctTE. FOR SPR. OTR.

Phkcaaton hat out reg% pne* $8 50 at Hw

See yeu at she Ho-The Ol'ioi PMe.

rmtes

Tonght o the ragM Alpha Phst

C*O-0 ACTIVATION IS CQaflMQ .

r«OHT IS COMBeQ"

2 F

So make sure wo we your whole crew'

Phi TeUe-the AOPl'B are ready for a roam
'good 1ST* tonght' Gat payched'

Rueh Counaetor tntormatton Nght

WANTED

CtoMlocampue Cat Jance 352 9196

The SAEa are reedy and we r* at BLUE

EACH DAY AS IF IT WERE YOUR LAST

RHO CHI INFORMATION

VINeoe. (RENT VERY NEOOTIABLE) Cafl
HI-B1H.

PMS irl aaaaorta UN. Sublet « June ISS2

M

AT

CLOSE TO CAMPUS
CALL TODAY FOR MORE INFO

P. nme. naadad for Spr. at University

but apring * corrang and Love • as the «."
Gemma Pf» Bete toy*. So Sm

T-8HB*T8

3

needed n Bowfcng Green aree to do MoOee

REEDED SPR OTR
TIM OR STEVE 383-7011

M. nssta. aaadad. Pay Mt rant (M J J4)

T8ISBT8

SESSIONS SATURDAYS MARCH 20. 27 S

Medical Eiarranar or Medical Fwd Mar*

your aatarkng Baa guartw It s been Rough

LIVE

BECAUSE ONE OF THESE DAYS YOU XL
BE RIGHT -S LAWRENCE 0ENTZEH_

Gard

year Ron! $540 par person par sarnealer

To My Iota Ph. Gamma Smlers. fhanks tor M

MOSELEY

PMI PSI QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Your Secret

Buddy

ATTEND C4»3ANIZATI0NAL MEETING
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS MARCH 9 8 30

know toe cube* and Spumante don i mnr?

Senaety Dry Canning

of my tonrae shoes1 Love

$137 60 Phone

1 OR 2 MALE RMTES

wanted you both to know you re super and I
tove ye both' ZBT love and mme. C L

Mate and Jeff Tomorrow is the day' Get
payched lor tormal" Patty and Undo
i

Hey Fteurtee-Ttkwtke tw mating Has. MS

LEY HALL

To Bsg Karen and her Roomie Juke Jual

you company woe drw>e Thanks tor taking
Bv» kme lo meet me and tor leltng me show

OFF GAMES THIS WEEKEND MY HEART

AI esol

CtoM to

364-1468 or 2 0258

war* gr**t. «w dmer .M •crunsaBou*. Out

CHt-0 ACTIVATION IS COABNQ

LEQE? ATTEND ORGANIZATIONAL MEET

362

To my beat Buddy the abowbarry deour*

IS WITH YOU FROM ONE OF
MANVADaaRCRS

CONCERNtO ABOUT JOBS AFTER COL

ARRANGEMENT

ready tor a wed and crazy bme mo wee*
end—OZ tove end mine—Betty

MSKE PtKUL-GOOO LUCK IN THE PLAY-

Longbranch Saloon 362-3703

THE

4143 or 352*101

resided lo attar* hovan Houtw Apt

NEW FUMflBIHO APARTMENT
10 sublet tor spring and or summer

INC

HAS OVER 70 POSITIONS AVAILABLE IN
EXTERIOR HOUSE PAJNTING INTERVIEW

CAUeawlBeT

an*** wHi be aerwdad. IDs are r*a,Mk*B

352-4380

9467 0.352 3841

$4 $10

COLLEGE PAINTERS

Campus

Mem

UPTOWN FRi I LOVED THOSE CALVWS
UP THERE TONIGHT? CALL ME MARK

for 1982-63 school yaw
1030 2 30 Sun • Thurs

NOW LEASING 1082-1983 School year
Bogge Roaf Eslate 303 I 2 S lawn. 352

107 N

Sanduaky Si Boaavue. Qteo. 448' 1
CLEVELANO

NEED: 1 F. RMTE. FOR

T

pedtoure

Guaranteed

Greg S Paoge—We re reedy for Se* naght—
Mop* you can hand* 2 wed women We

LA

AJame Skje-Tke Maria r a ateaaet ever awl

I bh from camptss

349 1949 CALL OR WRITE FOR APPU

YOUR

- aaaaaaff an.

Spring Quarter
Phone 352 1498

ORANGE VILLAGE. OHIO 44022 (216)

thru Fn . 9

Efficiency Apt Avar

*

APRIL

New HourtvMon

CREAM CHOSE FILLED

VAUEPeNQ TO SANOEE'

phone 353 3085

rtoornmat* wanted, own bdrm

CONFV

eWBBii lemele under S' IB" IK lee. H
a 332-32*2 menv

UNIVERSITY WXAGE
PO*M

poevenent tor a reauong and shmuaWng

PENNY BALI

ON

A 4FROM

CHt-O ACTIVATION IS COMINQ

CHt-O ACTIVATION IS COMING

GAMMA

Spacw summer rates AC 362 9302 or
352 7386 evening*

New Manegemant
r—'afBp

YOUNG COUPLE WISHES TO

STGMA-DELTA

THE BIG BROWN EYES I MET

Campus Manor Now R*nbng tor summer

everangs Leak* 352-2443

Admission la St and door

Apt for auDkMM Wtr $ Spr Otre Brand

352-

1982 83 school year Contact anmadewty

CALL 287 4061

A lenery fey te

Larry Garee—Good luck thai weekend at me

Phis ean'l writ—Se don'l raiaa thie Saturday M she retreai is aw* to be GREAT'

S335

Joan 354 1734 or SaBy 366 4585

Davy JonM Locker
Penny SaaaThunj Sat

CONGRATUUTIONS

KAPPA

TM elawre w Alpha XI Delta are aponaar-

Otr

1 M rmte tor Spnrg Quarter

I F rmte wt> A spr qtrs Brand
apt

Spr

2 F

PERSONALS

GIRL

Hu*y, aad ChuBSt.

are |ust around In corner and the Gemme

from campus

am

The*, spring' CM now to make your ap-

3179 Toledo Morace) Ser-ces

BABY

new torn

The Sewers ol Ptk Mu would Ik* to oongral-

be.

and aB areceeCa wM be eonetwl to the

BIO CAMPUS DEMOCRATS MARCH 9

NEWBORN

Wanted

MYrttetton to all their dates lo "Oo To
HaH" with lh*m tonight. The devti made
uadoMt

and Antoaww Monte** tor Pta ol Hw
Wee* We *>.« yo»y"

here's a chaacd to Ran Weather and get
rid el that winter draw! Mare good Bawa

.uper

Fum . AC

i Graduating CM 354 1884

The Kappa Skamaa s*teh to eatand a*

uant Lane Eriangar tor Soler o" the Week

So

BABLOW-M,

OB

CHI-O ACTIVATION IS COMING

8 30 P M COMMUTER CENTER. M06E-

DENT1AL

KAREN

Spr

CM-0 ACTIVATION IS COMPtG

pnragrn uaera encouraged to ton Need
more aiformaoon' Cat Jenny or Kate 243

ADOPT

MARCH 1$ -YOU CAN HELP

353-

n

$95 r

washaraydryw modern kitchen lac*

new lurrB*h*d I bdrm t bk horn cempue
Caflavaamge 352 2443

a m • 10 p m Sal 11 a m • 4 p m Sun
I - 4 P m New Locaaon. New OwrwVsp

lor a GREAT tana Saturday ragM and don I

tracepttve Sponge Former or current rJo-

ADOPTION

a good erne Fnday Nght So get payched
and bring along your dancag shoes SM

Wooatw

M

Apt eve* now. 1 or 2 F wBran houM. Ust

1

BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU Get payched

fl 00 A.M. - 10 00 P.M

New Study comperee Diaphragm with Con

MANOR APTS-RIGHT ACROSS
CAMPUS. CALL 15S40QS.

143 W

•odey' The "raed apple gang" wal be
hen* lo see lhat you may! Love. Deem

flajht "-Oann* * Veronica

Free gynecological health care lor one year

PERBON APT. FOR SPR. OTA. CAMPUS

Hak Uranwod
3281

hope va have a eMd 'n craiy birthday

TOLL FREE

OBOB

WANTED: i « j fS 10 SUBLS

booms wan UVA bum for a deaper (an

CATCM A WAVE"

buey one lor all our utters dear

McDonalds Maybe sometrwig

Nancy. 352

Tan without the sun' We rm>t, improved our

Gamma Phle—TtUa quarter nee been e

ABORTION

Ha. lua-Une rypng service

Beach Party « wtt one day away'

roerm*.

352 9378

preakiatr Love ff>e urn* SUMI

profeaeronat

1 M non-smoker needed tor guot ant

Cherrywood Health SPA 835 Ugh St Ph

CARY ANO CURT—CongreMatkm* on

TUCKER TYPING

pus Leaaee wel accept reasonable rani
rjhet Ph 352*7365

Wei tee you"
Low. aw Aapn* Plea

forget lo work up an appeMa lor Sunday a

SERVICES OFFERED

0846

pedscure Began with a manicure message
THE ARRANGEMENT 352 410' or 352
4143

THE BROWN OUT IS COaBNG

Ben yew there atelwel

Dreeead m blue

CALL U2-2tn

from campus

F student needed to M house near cam

and a somutabng heat wrap Cat today"

tea tonght'

you there The Alpha S»o*

TWO FREE

1 30-

16 WILLIAMS HALL

2 bats

Take a break spend an hour with us lor a

Surfs Up' The Dena Gamma

Zebra OaraM
per cuatornar Thur Fn Sat
Davv Jonee Locker

TO AMD FROM DALLAS LV MAR 18/19
RETURN MAR 29 30 PM 35316*'

Beta a and TKF % have no leer
Phi Mut are starling it off right
With our Beach Party

TO THE COFFEE HOURS FRIOAV
4 0QWSA

Sprng break o coming near

Betes We re tootong forward to

Saturday nght It w be loo tun1 Ermoe

4487 attar 10:00 p.m.

Love HUR-

TIN MARK AND RECOVERING RON.

TAKE A BREAK FROM CLASSES COME

house

FM S Summer Rentals
Near Campus 362-7366
APTS . FUHN

BUMMER 6 FALL

UTS. kvCLUOED 2 BLKS WEST OF
ADMIN BLOG 362-7766

SPR OTR PH 362-1230
Rani SBOVmo aMijwBae S30/mo oM*
a*** to have your own bdrm In a greet
houa* CaB Cathy at 362-0622
2 bdrm apt lor 1982 63 school yew Col
1267-3341
2 bdrm torn aat for FM 1002 Cat 362
2063 706 Seventh St

